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Greetings

When meeting someone for the first time, it is customary to greet them with
a handshake or a kiss on the cheek (if you are close friends or family). You
can say "Olá" (hello) or "Bom dia" (good morning),"Boa tarde" (good
afternoon),or "Boa noite" (good evening). To be more formal, you can add
the person's title before their name, such as "Sr." (Mr.) or "Sra." (Mrs.).

s

To introduce yourself, you can say "Meu nome é [your name]" (My name is
[your name]). You can also ask someone their name by saying "Como você
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se chama?" (What is your name?).

Asking for directions

If you are lost or need to find a place, you can ask for directions by saying
"Desculpe, pode me ajudar?" (Excuse me, can you help me?). You can
then ask for the directions to a specific place, such as "Como faço para
chegar à [place name]?" (How do I get to [place name]?).

Getting around

To get around, you can take a bus, a train, or a taxi. To ask for a bus, you
can say "Quero pegar um ônibus para [destination]" (I want to take a bus to
[destination]). To ask for a train, you can say "Quero pegar um trem para
[destination]" (I want to take a train to [destination]). To ask for a taxi, you
can say "Quero pegar um táxi para [destination]" (I want to take a taxi to
[destination]).

Eating and drinking

To eat, you can go to a restaurant or a café. To ask for a table, you can say
"Quero uma mesa para [number of people]" (I want a table for [number of
people]). To order food, you can say "Quero pedir [food item]" (I want to
order [food item]). To order a drink, you can say "Quero pedir [drink item]" (I
want to order [drink item]).

Shopping

To shop, you can go to a store or a market. To ask for something, you can
say "Quero comprar [item]" (I want to buy [item]). To ask for the price, you
can say "Quanto custa [item]?" (How much does [item] cost?).

Asking for help



If you need help, you can ask someone by saying "Preciso de ajuda" (I
need help). You can also ask for specific help, such as "Pode me ajudar
com [task]?" (Can you help me with [task]?).

Emergencies

In case of an emergency, you can call the police by dialing 190. You can
also call the fire department by dialing 193. To call an ambulance, you can
dial 192.

Other useful phrases

Here are some other useful phrases that you may find helpful when
traveling in Portugal or Brazil:

Obrigado/Obrigada (Thank you)

De nada (You're welcome)

Sim (Yes)

Não (No)

Por favor (Please)

Desculpe (Excuse me)

Não entendo (I don't understand)

Fale mais devagar, por favor (Please speak more slowly)

Como se diz [word] em português? (How do you say [word] in
Portuguese?)



I hope this guide has been helpful in learning some basic Portuguese
phrases for traveling in Portugal or Brazil. With a little practice, you will be
able to communicate with locals and get around with ease.
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